
 

 

24th June 2022 

Ladygrove Weekly 
Recognition 

Please remember your child will only be mentioned in publications if you have given consent for their name to appear. Please   
contact the school office if you wish to change your preferences. 

 

Star of the Week 

AS - Oliver M for amazing maths. 

EB - Piers S for his AMAZING work on shape, well done 
Piers!!! 

JJ - Phoebe H for her enthusiasm in phonics lessons and 
trying her best! 

BH - Antoni P for being resilient and making good     
choices in class.  

SC - India May B for always showing kindness to others.  

CT - Somto C for following the SMART code and making 
school enjoyable for everyone. Well done!  

VT - Toby J for having a positive mental attitude to his 
learning this week. 

AH - Jack J for showing true resilience with his writing 
this week and producing an amazing story! 

GC - Darcy F for being more independent and never   
giving up on challenging work.  

RW - Noah F for being a wonderful role model and       
always following the SMART code.  

DD - My whole class for their amazing resilience in    
learning how to paddle a canoe, team work and their 
impeccable behaviour on the trips. 

MT - All of class 11 for outstanding behaviour in         
canoeing this week. 

EC - Jayden S for a huge increase in confidence at 
swimming!  

CE - Noah L for always striving to achieve and for     
showing resilience when faced with a challenge. 

 

Learner of the week 

BH - Henry R for being resilient in his learning and     
trying his best during assessments. 

JJ - Henry W for his fantastic score in our Maths       
assessments this week! 

SC - Max F for always be a ‘team ant’ and a ‘tough   
tortoise’.  

CT - Charlie L for excellent position and direction work 
in Maths. Well done! 

VT - Poppy G for completing a super chance to shine, 
remembering everything she needed to improve on. 

AH - Luke F for a positive attitude towards assessment 
this week showing resilience and being a wise owl     
recalling prior knowledge.  

GC - Charlotte K for always volunteering to play with 
people. 

RW - Cody T  for trying his hardest in all lessons and 
being a tough tortoise when work is challenging. 

DD - Amy L for some excellent work estimating and 
measuring angles  

MT - Freddie J for taking great pride in his writing. 

EC - Alissa J for always having an exceptional attitude 
towards her learning. 

CE - Tristen K for being an enthusiastic scientist and 
making very noisy circuits! 

 

 

 

 

Keep up the hard work 

Well Done 

Happy       

Birthday 

EB - Piers S 

RW - Owen B-B 

AS - Alfie James H 

BH - Esmae P 

JJ - Henry W 

EC - Ellie May J 

EB - Eddie S 

AH - Isabelle W 

EC - Ffion P 

AH - Jack J 

Top Class              
Attendance 

 
1st - CT/Class 5 

2nd - SC/Class 4 

3rd - VT/Class 2 

Every day counts,  

every minute matters! 

Adult Star of 
the Week 

Kindness at 

Lunchtime 

Award 

 

GC - Alfie M 

CE - Ava M 

Miss Harris her 
amazing Dance   

performance at the 
Place Theatre 

Keep being   
amazing! 


